
Studying BSc Mental Health Nursing at City 

This Online Chat session is for applicants interested in studying our BSc Mental Nursing 

course. The session will be run by current students and academic staff, giving you the 

opportunity to ask questions about your chosen course and life at City, University of 

London. As this is a typed chat group session, you will be able to see the answers to 

questions asked by other applicants. 
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Thank you for joining us for today's Online Chat session. This session is for applicants to our our BSc Mental Health 

Nursing course at City, University of London. This session runs from 14:30 -15:30 (GMT}. This is an open chat session 

for you to ask any questions you have regarding studying and life at City. During the session we may also share videos, 

polls or documents relating to you course. 

To ask a question, please type it in the chat box. Your question will not post straight away- it will be sent to our 

Moderators who will type an answer back. Once their answer is complete, it will be published with you question. 

Please be patient as it might take some time for us to respond to your question. 

hello everyone, do you know how many days a week we will be attending university in the first year 

Hi, In your first year you will usually be in university 3 days a week, but obviously this can change 

according to the module and semester:) 

hello everyone, do you know how many days a week we will be attending university in the first year 

The course is made up of theory blocks when you are in uni and practice blocks when you are in placement. You are in 

uni in the first year more than practice and as Sam says probably 3 or 4 days a week at most. 

Hello, I've applied at City for this course. I recently got a text saying I was invited to a SHS selection day, however I 

haven't gotten any email regarding when this will be conducted and I couldn't find any help on your website either . 

• Hi, 

You should have also received an e mail could you check your junk/spam 

Hello, just want to find out when the course will start and also how many days of lectures a week 

Hi, the course usually starts in the second or third week of September, also in your first year you will usually 

be in university 3 days a week:) 

Hi, I have applied for BSc Mental health nursing. What's the application process like the interview 

If you're invited in for an interview there is a presentation of the course overview, followed by a case scenarios 

exercise and then the interview that will probably be a group one. 





• 

There are a couple of opportunities for you to choose your placement but generally you will be allocated a 

placement. There is a forensic themed placement. 

What if I don't get a place, can I still apply through clearing? 

If you aren't successful in the first instance you won't be in clearing either but try to think more positively! 

What if I don't get a place, can I still apply through clearing? 

It will depend on why you were rejected but in theory you can apply again in Clearing 

Hello, do you know when the occupational health checks and DBS checks will be happening 

Hi , once you have started the course, occupational health checks and DBS checks will be carried out 

within the first month 

Are there any in CAM HS? 

There are a number of opportunities for a CAM HS placement. The Trust where the majority of your placements 

will be is East London Foundation Trust and they have a large CAMH service - both inpatient and community 

settings. 

I am slightly nervous that I will not make the grades 

That is understandable but just do your best. 

Will interviews be done with just mental health nursing applicants or with adult nursing, child nursing and learning 

disabilities? 

Just mental health applicants. 

Is it possible to use an on line update service for DBS or do I have to do a new one 

• If you are on the update service then that will be fine 

When would our timetables be released for the course? Would we also still be able to do the language scheme at city? 
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The timetables will be available once you start. Yes, you are able to do the language scheme. 

I have achieved all my grades and have been working in mental health for over years now. Do I still need to be 

interviewed? 

All applicants need to be interviewed face to face. This is an NMC requirement. 

Yes I'm on the updated service on line 
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Hi. I got an email from City about Msc program in Mental health Nursing. Please can you enlighten me on this 

If the entry requirements for Mental Health Nursing aren't met and you've had a conditional offer, could there be a 

possibility you still enter the university or would you have to do a foundation year? 

We look very carefully at applications that fall below our tariff & you could well be offered the Foundation 

course or put forward for your chosen programme. 

Hi. I got an email from City about Msc program in Mental health Nursing. Please can you enlighten me on this 

If you have already completed a Batchelors degree you could be eligible to undertake a MSc rather than a BSc in 

mental health nursing . 

Yes I'm on the updated service online 

That's great ! saves going through the application process again! 

I already have a dbs that expires this year, should I join the update service ? 

That would be advisable 

I already have a dbs that expires this year, should I join the update service ? 

I would recommend that you do so 














